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Unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno
‘All for one, one for all’; originally from the novel ‘The Three
Musketeers’ by Alexandre

Dumas Père,

signifies

unity and

collaboration. It emphasizes solidarity and support within a group. It
has been a busy start of the year, but as a TEAM and GLOBAL
COMMUNITY here at VIS, we have accomplished various tasks at
hand such as our first TEDx talk preparation, ambitious student
initiatives and welcomed various students. These accomplishments
were only possible with teamwork and communication. This motive of
collaboration and working together will bring the community as one
and make us more powerful. Another way to put this profound phrase
is ‘working for each other’; not as a democracy but as a society. On
19th of January, an ensemble of children gathered around to audition
for the upcoming TEDx talk. Ideas and thoughts filled the room and

All for One…
One for All..

infiltrated the minds of those present; ideas were tossed back and
forth, fostering diversified viewpoints. The new student initiatives will
rush in even more partnership and socializing with peers. Due to
certain incidents in the past 2 years, socializing and participation in
such events was limited; various initiatives will enable these acts
once again. Look out for the upcoming initiatives: ‘Mood Board’,
‘Student Vlog’, and ‘Happy Hour’. Now that we are back and ready to
conquer the year, let us strive towards greatness.
Sincerely,

Devika Soni (Year 9)
President of VIS Newsletter Club
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All for One, One for All
All for one, one for all and all for love. A perfect team,
sharing the same dreams for a better and purposeful
world seems to fit the definition. The world has seen so
much ever since the pandemic and so has the VIS
students. Acknowledging the fact that our world is
terminally ill from the progression and advancements of
humankind, mother nature is slowing down,
exhibiting her regression in controlling natural
disasters. The restoring of faith and responsibility on
various topics such as ‘All for One, One for All’, ‘The
Pandemic’ and ‘Go Green’ in the young generations of
VIS was showcased in the program’s TEDx Talk by
students of Year 2 to Year 9. Prior to the talk, student’s
performances of all levels including Sai Vaibhav’s (Year
2) Silambam performance and accreditation enlivened
the morning crowd and that had certainly made our day.
By Ms. Zarith
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After almost 2 years of not being able to celebrate any festivities as a school community, we
seized the first opportunity that arose at the beginning of this new year to celebrate Pongal at
VIS. Teachers and students adorned striking attires to blissfully welcome the Harvest Festival.
Activities such as the ‘Kolam’ and colouring competitions, and fun games and activities were
put together to joyously recreate the sense of togetherness after a considerable period of
‘social pause’. Students of Foundation 2 to Year 4 participated in the Colouring Competition
and students of Year 5 to Year 9 competed in the ‘Kolam’ competition.
The winners are as follows:

‘Kolam’
Competition: Winner
- Year 9 (Devika,
Mohana and Hani)

Colouring Competition:
Foundation 2: Winner - Anya

Year 1: Winner Manasvini
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Colouring Competition Continuation...

Year 2B:
Winner Aarna
Year 2A: Winner Heya Sanvi

Year 3B: Winner - Tanish
Year 3A: Winner Sai Renu

Year 4A:
Winner Manya

Year 3C:
Winner - Tanay

Year 4B:
Winner Nithiakumara
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School is the first institution that exposes students to
social influence which can cultivate a sense of
responsibility for oneself and the community. Here at
VIS, our foundation students take the initiative for a
better environment within the campus .
Start them young
and see a better nation!
By Ms. Shamala and Ms. Rathi
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Physical Education Do you know your ABC?
It is important for all of us to know our ABC in
Physical Education. AGILITY, BALANCE and
COORDINATION are considered skill related
fitness components which are necessary in
carrying out daily physical activities and
sports. It was introduced to classes from
Foundation level to Year 3. The PE
department organized drills and fun obstacle
courses which challenged the students’
physical and mental abilities.

Performing Art It's Wake-up Zumba!
It's back to business again for the
Performing Art department as they have
conducted Zumba lessons for the Year
2 and 3 classes in the morning. The
session consists of choreographed
movements which follow the rhythm of a
few Pongal songs. The students were
divided into smaller groups, and they
were introduced to basic dance steps
as a form of stretching before the main
choreography. Next, the groups battle
with each other, and the winner is
chosen to lead the next dance session.
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By Rishitha (Year 8) - Prefectorial Board
Here we are! This is the “Student Initiative Board”! This is where our students’ emotions, ingenious
thoughts and true colours are portrayed! There are four entertaining and amusing topics given: One
adjective describing myself! – Year 3. What inspires me the most? – Year 4 & 5. World peace – Year 6
& 7. Mental health – Year 8 & 9. With our students’ amazing thinking skills, we have collected
humorous, deep, and contemplative answers. A deep analysis of the topics is essential:


What inspires me the most – If someone or something encourages or influences you, they give you
new ideas and a strong feeling of enthusiasm and keenness.



World peace – This is what we all wish for! “When the power of love overcomes the love of power
the world will know peace.” —Jimi Hendrix.



Mental health – It works on the way we think, feel and act. It also helps determine how we handle
stress! Mental health is important at every stage of life, from childhood and adolescence through
adulthood.




One adjective describing myself! – This is stimulating! Which adjective expresses you the most?
This activity showcases your confidence and self-assurance!
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Comic Strips
By Mohana and Hani (Year 9)
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Saga Challenge - Episode 3
By Sarathvi and Devanshi (Year 7)
While searching for the book, Lily discovered a red ruby at the corner of the room as bright as the sun. She
beheld the most scenic ruby known to humankind. She has never seen the ruby in her house before. Below, it
read; ‘The Ruby Of The Red Dragon’. Just a few metres away, she found the book. She grabbed the book and
ran downstairs.
Rosemary questioned, “What took you so long dear?”
“Nothing mother, just start reading,” replied Lily.
Rosemary narrated, “A long time ago, King Anglestar the II, travelled the 7 seas. During his voyage, he met an
unexpected guest. A massive red dragon. It was as massive as the earth itself. He was astonished. He thought
the dragon was going to attack the vessel. He prepared his seamen for war against the dragon. But to his
surprise, the dragon spoke. “Gentlemen, I come in peace,” said the dragon. The king was speechless. “Th-th-this
dragon can speak!” exclaimed the king. The dragon said, “ Your highness, it said that you are the supreme lord of
humbleness.” The king was as proud as a peacock to hear what the dragon just said. So the dragon continued. “
It’s a pity that your kingdom WILL GET DESTROYED BY THE SUPREME DRAGON LORD!” exclaimed the
dragon. The dragon set the ship on fire. The news travelled like wildfire that the king was annihilated by the Great
Red Dragon Of Avalor. The queen was devastated to hear the news.``
“Bla bla bla” said Lily. “We both know this story. The queen consults the fairy of Ashton and receives the ruby of
the red dragon and traps the red dragon in it.”
“But wait, there is more,” said Rosemary.
“What?!” Exclaimed Lily and Cassandra.
“The evil sorcerer Jiragas has freed the dragon a hundred years later, like adding salt to an injury.” The girls were
frightened. “But sadly I don’t know where the ruby is,” said Rosemary.
“You mean the big red ruby that says ‘The Ruby Of The Red Dragon’ upstairs?” questioned Lily.
Rosemary’s heart beat increased. She started sweating. She grew anxious by the moment. “I can’t help keeping it
all inside. I’ll tell you kids the truth. I am scared of the dragon!” exclaimed Rosemary. The girls were astonished.
“Aunt Rosemary, I thought you were as brave as a lion!” exclaimed Cassandral.
“Oh my god. Ummmm, just follow us and we will trap him.” said Lily in simplicity. “ I even know the spell”
whispered Lily to Rosemary.
Suddenly, loud thuds started appearing out of nowhere. Lily screams, “Fire! The forest is on fire! Come, have a
look!”
Rosemary gasped as she saw…
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Happenings in January!!
Now, are we glad that school is in session? First time
seeing our friends after about 9 months! Surely, we
are all of smiling happy faces, due to the fact we can
have our events. Here are some pictures showing our
enjoyment.
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Globeducate Read
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PONGGAL
Ponggal , our special festival,
Our favourite festival,
To thank the sun and farmers
Because the sun grows the plants
And farmers harvest and process the plants!
That’s why we celebrate Ponggal
Ponggal is mostly celebrated in the state of Tamil Nadu.
Friends do you know how we celebrate Ponggal?
Don’t worry, let me tell about it.
In Ponggal, we boil the rice, we pray to the gods,
And then we also wear new clothes,
we make sweet dishes and draw colourful rangoli………
It’s so much fun!!!
Celebrating Ponggal is the best!!!
Then we have fun, like – Dancing, singing, playing……
And that’s how we celebrate Ponggal.
Friends, what’s your favourite thing to do for Ponggal?
My favourite thing is to blast the fireworks,
Eat sweets, and have fun……..
Hope you like my poem!
Thank you.
By: Anvi Srivastava
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